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EvolutioN MX-S  € 44,90
OFF+
1.7–1.8 | 1.9–2.0 | 2.1–2.2

this spin - oriented dynamic version possesses a much longer bat/ball 
contact time thanks to the especially developed pimple geometry of the 
rubber surface. For each player who thanks to more physical action (ac-
celeration of arm / arm wrist) can activate the enormous potential of the 
MX-S; at the table or from the half distance, this rubber will realise an even 
performance. EVOLUTION MX-S: chosen by most of TIBHAR Bundesliga 
and National players!
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GRASS D.tECS  € 39,90
DEF
OX | 0.5 | 0.9 | 1.2 | 1.6

the combination of the D.TecS technology and the classical GRASS provi-
des absolutely new varieties of the undercut and cut defence. The built-in 
tension in the rubber surface and sponge makes the pimples more elastic 
and enables an incredible undercut. Excellent control and enough speed 
to counter the adversary‘s disturbing attacking balls.
Available now with new sponge thicknesses: 0.5 and 0.9 mm.
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NiMbuS DEltA S  € 39,90
OFF
1.8 | 2.0 | maX 

We decided to conceive a rubber that concentrates speed, playing sensa-
tion and control, the three fundamental characteristics of our successful 
rubber series NIMBUS. The versions Delta V and Delta S compared to the 
former NIMBUS series have a new pimple orientation conferring more 
dynamic and an extreme catapult reaction to the ball.
Delta S is the version with more playing sensation – for the player striving 
to play a spinier game

NiMbuS DEltA v  € 39,90
OFF
1.8 | 2.0 | maX 

Delta V is the faster version for players striving to play a fast game
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QuANtuM  € 48,90
OFF
1.8 | 2.0 | maX 

We put the focus on the ball catapult reaction at bat/ball contact. 
Quantum and Quantum S will also allow you to keep the dynamic of your 
strokes even after switching over to plastic balls. The holes in the sponge 
confer lots of playing sensation and an absolute regular ball trajectory / 
curve. Your strokes will be loaded with the right amount of energy thanks 
to the perfect pimple/rubber association.
Choose Quantum for a fast game

QuANtuM S  € 48,90
OFF
1.8 | 2.0 | maX 

Choose Quantum S for control and sensation. 
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RoNiN 6  € 49,90
COnCavE, anatOmiC, straight OFF
6-ply 85 g

Primarily, we have conceived Ronin 6 for a variable and offensive game 
rich in rotations. The integrated foam part in the handle makes this blade 
very special. That particularity optimizes the player’s response to his 
adversary’s strokes because he can feel the ball vibrations transferred to 
his hand and therefore better estimate the intensity and movement he 
ought to give to his stroke. For an offensive Topspin game at the table or 
at half-distance.

RoNiN Cb  € 79,90
COnCavE, anatOmiC, straight OFF
3-ply + 2 CarbOn FibrE 85 g-90 g

Ronin CB stands for a fast and offensive blade and is the ideal weapon for 
the player who does not want to make compromises. The carbon fibres 
guarantee the necessary stability and increase the sweet spot. We have 
integrated a new technology in the grip, the S.AM – Sensory Amplifyer – 
in order to optimize the player’s answer to his adversary strokes, because 
he can estimate the right hit place of the ball onto the racket shape and 
hence adapt his stroke according to the felt sensation. Two outside soft 
veneers guarantee both sensation and acceleration; the carbon fibres 
confer the necessary amount of balance and the Ayous center veneer 
guarantees the basis of a direct and offensive game.
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RoNiN 7

the new s.am technology (sensory amplifyer) in 
the grip optimizes the player’s answer to his ad-
versary strokes. he can estimate the right hit place 
of the ball onto the racket shape and hence adapt his  
stroke according to the felt sensation.



CCA uNliMitED  € 169,00
COnCavE, anatOmiC, straight OFF
5-ply + 2 CarbOn FibrE 85–90 g

the oversized sweet spot of CCA Unlimited confers the necessary amount 
of control in an offensive game. The fast acceleration potential of this 
wood is the result of the balanced combination of its carbon fibres with 
catapult friendly layers, even when playing a topspin game at half dis-
tance from the table, without losing the necessary stability when playing 
counter and block. Adapted to an offensive game with the perfect balance 
between hardness and sensation.

CCA 7  € 89,00
COnCavE, anatOmiC, straight OFF
7-ply 85 g

Named after the initials of the World Champion in double, CCA 7 convin-
ces by its high potential of acceleration and speed. Although being a very 
fast blade, the serve remains soft. CCA 7 confers a lot of sensation and is 
very spin friendly. It opens the possibility to play hard undercut Topspins 
at the table and at half distance. The Chen Chien-An playing style corres-
ponds to powerful Topspins and a backhand full of sensation. Adapted to 
a spin friendly and fast game.
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